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Abstract: This paper is concerned with repre-
senting spatial structures in object-based knowl-
edge representation systems (OKR systems).
Spatial structures are defined as sets of objects
related with qualitative spatial relations. We fo-
cus on topological relations from the RCC-8 the-
ory, their recognition on raster images, and their
reification in an OKR system. Spatial structures
and relations have been implemented and used in
a knowledge-based system for satellite image in-
terpretation.
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Introduction

Our work focuses on representing and classify-
ing spatial relations and structures in order to an-
alyze and interpret satellite images. We work on
the design of a knowledge-based system aimed
at helping agronomists to recognize and classify
landscape spatial structures. This system should
contain: the models of the structures to be recog-
nized; the models of the elements (objects, rela-
tions, quantifiers) of which the spatial structures
are made; a method to match images and mod-
els, i.e. a classification method. According to
these needs, we have chosen to use an object-
based knowledge representation system (or OKR
system), which allows both programming and
knowledge representation and which includes a
classification mechanism [Napoli et al., 1994].
We have extended the representation capabilities
of the OKR system in order to represent spatial
relations as ”first-class citizen”, i.e. objects with
their own properties. In our proposition, rela-

tions are represented by classes having attributes
and facets; they are organized within a hierarchy.
The classification mechanism in the OKR system
has been modified accordingly to take reified re-
lations into account.

The paper is organized as follows. We first
present the spatial relations we have used, then
the OKR system. The third part is about rela-
tion representation and the fourth about the rep-
resentation of spatial structures. The fifth part is
a conclusion.

1 Spatial relations

Our approach is based on the RCC-8 theory
[Randell et al., 1992]. The relations are com-
puted on the images thanks to point set opera-
tions as it is done in [Egenhofer, 1989; Egenhofer
and Sharma, 1993]. We consider four operations
between two objects � and � (an object � is made
of two sets, the interior, ��� , and the boundary,� � ): intersection of the interiors, � ��� � � , inter-
section of the boundaries,

� � � � � , differences
of the interiors, � �
	 � � , � �
	 � � . The result of
these operations is considered to be empty or not
empty. We have defined accordingly eight con-
ditions whose conjunctions are equivalent to the
eight relations of the RCC-8 theory. Then, com-
puting a relation on the image is the same opera-
tion as verifying a set of conditions (see Fig. 1).
For instance, the relation “ � is externally con-
nected with � ”, ������������ , is associated to the
following set of conditions:

� ������������ � � � � ��� � � � � � �"!���$#

We have chosen these operations rather than
those of Egenhofer (i.e. � �%� � � , � � � � � , � �%� � � ,� � � ��� ) because we have defined the boundary



��������������� ��� � 	 ��� ��� � ��� 	 � � ���$#�����	� ����������� ��� � 	 ���
��� ����� 	 � � !� � � � � � � � ���$#���	� ����������� ��� � 	 ����� � � � � 	 � � !��� � � � � � �"!���$#�����	��
� ����������� ��� � 	 � �
��� ��� � 	 � � !� � � � � � � � ���$#���	� 
� ����������� ��� � 	 � � ��� ��� � 	 � � !� � � � � � � � !���$#��� ����������� ��� � � ��� !��� ��� � 	 � � !��� ����� 	 � � !� �$#
� ������������� ��� ��� � � ��� � � � � � �"!� �$#� � ����������� ��� � � ��� ��� � � � � � � � �$#

Figure 1: Computing the RCC-8 relations: each relation is associated to a set of conditions.

of a image region in a specific way: we consider
“abstract pixels” which have the same surface as
“real pixels” but which cross four real pixels;
thus, two meeting regions ( ������ ��� � ) have the
same boundary.

Moreover, the eight conditions correspond to
eight so-called primitive relations that are:� ��������� , “ � is a part of � ”: � � 	 ���
���� 
� ��������� , “ � contains � ”: � � 	 � � ���� � ��������� , “ � is not a part of � ”: ��� 	 � � !���� � ��������� , “ � does not contain � ”: � � 	 � � !���� ��� ��� � , “ � overlaps � ”: � ��� � � !������ ��� ��� � , “ � is discrete from � ”: � � � ��� ���� ��� ��� � , “ � shares a boundary with � ”:

� � �� � !� �� � ��������� , “ � does not share any boundary with
� ”:

� � � � � ���
Many other topological relations are useful to

describe spatial structures, as for instance “ � is a
proper part of � ’,

�	� ��������� . This relation is a
generalization of “ � is a tangential proper part of
� ” and “ � is a non tangential proper part of � ”.
Finally, according to our classification purpose,
we have defined a set of relations organized in a
lattice structure (Fig. 2) that is built according to
the Galois correspondence [Davey and Priestley,
1990] between the base relations of the RCC-8
theory and the eight conditions. Each element �
of the lattice expresses a spatial relation

�
which

is a disjunction of RCC-8 base relations; � is also
associated to a set of conditions whose conjunc-
tion is equivalent to

�
. The partial ordering in

the lattice is equivalent to the logical implication
on the relations and is defined as follows:

��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� � � � � ��� ��� ��� � � ��� ��� ���
This lattice structure provides interesting prop-

erties for reasoning purpose. Any two of the el-
ements of the lattice have a greatest lower bound
(glb, denoted  ), and a least upper bound (lub,
denoted ! ). The glb of two elements is equiva-
lent to the conjunction of these two elements. By
contrast, this equivalence is not true for the lub,
and the disjunction of two elements only impli-
cates the lub of the two elements [Mangelinck,
1998]. Considering for instance the

��� ��� ��� �
and

��� 
� ��� ��� � relations (which are expressed
by "$# and "$# 
% on the left of the lattice, Fig. 2)
we obtain:
"&#' ("$# 
% �)�+* and "$#�!,"&# 
% �.-&/10�2
� ��� ��� � � ��������������3 ��� ���������54 ��� 
� ��� ��� �
� ��� ��� � � �6� ��� ��� �87 ��� 
� ����������� �	9;: � ��� ��� �
� ��� ��� � � �	9<: � ��� ��� �=���� ��� ��� �	7 ��� 
� ���������>7 �	9<: � 9<:?� � ��� ��� �@7�	9<: � 9<:?� � ��� ��� �

The composition of any two relations can also
be deduced from the lattice structure as it is done
in [Randell and Cohn, 1992].

2 OKR systems

Up to now there are no completely satisfying
reifications of relations in object-based repre-
sentation systems [Rumbaugh, 1987; MacGre-
gor, 1993], whereas the description logics pro-
pose representation formalisms and capabilities
with a number of advantages: relations between
classes are represented by roles to which are as-
sociated contructors introducing restrictions on
the role, e.g. range of the role, cardinality, uni-
versal and existential quantification. Description
logics have already been used to represent spatial
reasoning, as in [Haarslev et al., 1998]. Never-
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Figure 2: A Galois’ lattice of topological relations: the eight relations of the RCC-8 theory are drawn
at the bottom of the lattice; the eight primitive relations are at the top of the lattice ( # , # 
� , - , ��� , ...)
[Mangelinck, 1998].

theless, we have chosen to use an OKR system
rather than description logics because we needed
computation methods on the image.

We have used the Y3 system, which is an
object-based representation system with a graph-
ical interface, named YAFEN, and a program-
ming language, named YAFOOL [Ducournau,
1991]. YAFOOL is a frame language written
in Lisp. All objects (classes and instances) are
represented by frames; frames are composed of
slots, representing both attributes and methods.
Attributes can be characterized by declarative
and procedural facets: the former are used to rep-
resent the range and the value of the attribute
while the latter are used to specify local behav-
iors. Attributes, facets and methods are objects.
Binary relations are special kinds of attributes
which are characterized by the fact that their
range is a user-defined class. Relations are spe-
cializations of the special class ���������	��
� . A re-
lation may have an inverse relation and the sys-
tem is in charge of managing their interrelated
values. The classification and inheritance mech-
anisms are based on attribute unification. When
classifying an object into a class, the systems
checks whether the (attribute, value) pairs in the
object are conform to the pairs in the reference

class; if this is the case, the object can be classi-
fied as an instance of the reference class.

3 Representing topological rela-
tions

We have defined a generic class, named�� ���������������������	��
�� , which contains the at-
tributes and the methods common to all
classes representing topological relations (see
Fig. 3). There are three main methods.
The ��/������������/����10	�� method checks whether
a given relation (e.g. � � ) exists between
two regions of an image. It uses the
! /����	"$#���"� �%�� 0���� ! method that returns the set
of conditions which is associated with the rela-
tion (e.g.

� ��� � ��� ��� � � � � � � � � � � � �"!���$# ).
If the ��/��	��������� /����10	���� method succeeds (all
conditions of

� ������ are true), it creates an in-
stance of the relation class. If it fails (one of the
conditions of

� ��� � � is false, e.g.
� � � � �"!��� ),

it searches which relation is associated with the
set of conditions it has computed and creates an
instance of this relation class (e.g. ��� � � � � �
� � � � � � � � �$# � � � � � � ). The method
�& '"�)(�*�� 0��$+	� / checks whether two relations are



compatible (
� �  � � !��� ) or not. Those three

methods use the lattice structure of the relation
set to find out:

� the set of conditions associated to a relation.

� the relation associated with a set of condi-
tions.

� the greatest lower bound of two relations

The attributes of the class
��� �����)�����

��$���������
�� mainly describe relations between
the relations (see Fig. 3): the value of the
 8/���� 0����� attribute of a relation � � is the rela-
tion � � which is false whenever � � is true (and
reciprocally):

� ��������� � � � ��� ��� ��3�� � � ���������

The ! �(�( / 0���� attribute of a relation � � gives
the relation � � which is true for ��� ��� � whenever
� � is true for ��������� (and reciprocally):

� ��������� � � � ���������=3 � � ��� ��� �

The value of the attribute ����"�������"�� �%�� 0	���� 
is the condition which is equivalent to the rela-
tion. This value is filled only when the relation is
a primitive one.

�	��
��������������������������� �!��������"�#
�%$�����& !���������"�#('
�*)�
+���,�$-�).�/�102��������������� !���������"�#('�'
�%��3�4�45
,�6�37�/�102��������������� !���������"�#('�'
�%$�)5�-84�9���,�$;:��
7�<4=
,>�-��?�* ���'

�*)�-�,?�*9�+����@��6��A4=
�BC ���'�''�'
�%��9�
��$����$�D�
7�E4=
,>�-��F�* ���'

��0�00G'�'�'
�/��-��������-�)���$�,�$-�)H�/�I0KJ�"�#L5�����"�#('�'
�%��
���6���>����-�)���$�,�$�-�)5�7�E4=
,>�-��F�M'N�/��
,?�M'�00�0G'�'�'
�	O�
6�$���3���6�
�����,�$-�)H�<45
,>�-��F�P"5QC"�R�'S��0�0�0G''�'

Figure 3: The
�� ���������������������	��
�� class coded

in Y3.

Every class representing a topological relation
is a specialization of the generic class

��� �����)�����
��$���������
�� and inherits its properties. For in-
stance the classes �UT ,

��� 
�
, VUT , respectively rep-

resenting the relations � � ��� ��� � , �	� 
� ��� ��� � ,� � ��� ��� � , are subclasses of
�� ���������������������

���
�� (see Fig. 5).

4 The spatial objects and struc-
tures

In our application the spatial objects are the re-
gions of an image. Each region corresponds to
a particular land-use category (forest, meadow,
corn, barley, village, etc.) or a village terri-
tory. The spatial objects are recognized on the
image using various methods and indices: la-
beling (regions have been previously labeled ac-
cording to the land-use category), surface thresh-
old, Voronoı̈ diagrams... Every model of an ob-
ject, e.g. crop field, is represented as a class. The
recognition method (named � /�"����� '�(W�/ ) associ-
ated with a particular spatial object is attached to
the corresponding class (see Fig. 4). Whenever
a spatial object is recognized on an image, the
corresponding class is instantiated.
�*��
���������&��� �X�!���Y���!��L
�%$�����ZY���!���L='
�	6�
��-�+)5$�D�
?�E4=
,>�-��F�M'
�%��[:5���6F�/��A4�:����\�P��)�-�:�]�
���,='
�%$��?�/^_\��`�`a��[�6������
��-�:�]
���,b��)�-�:�]
���,='&cd5'

�*9�[�,���6�
��-�+)5$�D�
@��� �X�!���Y��;!���Lb��)�-�:�]
���,='
�*9�[�,���6�
��-�+�)5$�D�
e��f�������Y���!��Le��)�-�:�]
���,=''�'

�/��$��6�
���-�+)5$�D�
�gY���!���L='�'
'�'�'

�*��
���������@��f�������Y���!��L
�%$�����ZY���!���L='
�	6�
��-�+)5$�D�
?�E4=
,>�-��F�M'
�	6�
��-�+)5$�D�
���� �X�!���Y���!��L('
'�'�'

Figure 4: Classes of spatial objects coded in Y3:
large and small fields are classified according to
their surface.

Spatial structures are sets of objects related
with qualitative spatial relations. Their mod-
els are represented by classes whose attributes
are particular relations, instances of the topolog-
ical relations classes, as illustrated by the exam-
ples given in Fig. 5. According to spatial struc-
tures and topological relations, classes represent-
ing the spatial structures can be specialized in
three different ways:

� Adding a relation: for instance, the h���
(i �
class is specialized into h���
=i � �1�UT��kj�
��� � �
or h���
(i � �(VlT��Sj�
���� � � (a group is a set of
connected fields).

� Specializing a relation: for instance,



the �$�����'�$��
������ ��� 
� ��h���
=i � class can be
specialized into �&�����'�)��
������� ��� 
� ��h���
(i �
(territory stands for village territory).

� Specializing the range of a relation:
for instance, the �$�����'�$��
������ ��� 
� ��h���
(i �
class is specialized into �$�������)��
������ ��� 
� �
��h���
(i � �1� T��Sj�
�$� � � .

These various specialization mechanisms must
be taken into account within the classification
process. Actually, the classification of an in-
stance requires the classification of the objects
which are related to it and the classification of the
relations that link these objects to it (see Fig. 5).
We have accordingly modified the classification
mechanism of Y3.

�	��
������������X� �"�������!�J���Y�"� �!����
�%$�����X� �"����('
�	+����-�)�)����7�%$�����I0 !�J5'

�/�I0KY�"� �!����5'�'�'
�	��
������������X� �"�������L�J���Y�"� �!����

�%$�����X� �"����('
�	+�������)����F�%$�����?0 L�J5'

�/�\0KY�"� �!����=''�'
�	��
����������� �!�  5����"� �����������Q��X� �"����

�%$���� �!�  5����"� ��('
�	,����-�)�,���+7�%$�����I0 ������Q'

�/�I0 X� �"����(''�'
�	��
����������� �!�  5����"� �����������5Q��X� �"����

�%$���� �!�  5����"� �����������Q��X� �"����('
�	,���,��-�)�,���+7�%$����\0K������5Q'

�/�\0 X� �"����='�'�'
�	��
����������� �!�  5����"� �����������Q��X� �"�������!�J���Y�"� �!����

�%$���� �!�  5����"� �����������Q��X� �"����('
�	,����-�)�,���+��7�%$����\0 ������Q'

�/�\0 X� �"�������!�J���Y�"� �!����5'�'

Figure 5: Using topological relations to represent
spatial structures. The attributes (e.g. ����"� � ���� ,
0���"�� �0��k� ) are instances of the relations classes
(e.g. �UT ,

��� 
�
).

Conclusion

Our aim is to build an image interpretation sys-
tem: the image regions are to be classified ac-
cording to the models of spatial structures. These
models are sets of spatial objets related with
qualitative spatial relations. Objects, structures

and relations have been implemented with an
OKR system. The interpretation of an image re-
gion is done thanks to a classification algorithm
which takes reified relations into account [Man-
gelinck, 1998]. Finally the system has been im-
plemented and used with satellite images of the
Lorraine region (East of France). It takes about
five minutes to analyze the image of a village ter-
ritory (on an Ultra Sparc SUN station). The re-
sult of the analysis is a collection of classes of
which the territory is an instance. Two territo-
ries which are instances of the same classes are
supposed to share the same spatial structure. Ac-
cording to these results, the territories of an im-
age are grouped into regions which are mapped
and analyzed by the agronomists. Up to now the
system has shown interesting results (75% of cor-
rect matching, according to the expert analysis).

In the future, improvements have to be made
regarding to relation reification: the current state
is sufficient for our application but it lacks gener-
ality. Considering the application, improvements
could be made in two ways: adding indices to
characterize spatial objects and adding spatial re-
lations to characterize spatial structures (qualita-
tive distance, extended topology, orientation).
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